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Abst rac t

All on-line handprinted Kanji characters consist of strokes which are the loci from pen
down to pen up positions. Such strokes can be classified into predefined shape primitives
and hence an on-line handprinted Kanji character can be regarded as a set of shape prim-
itives having different direction, position and size. In this paper we define a similarity
measure between characters and utilise probability judgement to estimate the similarity.
Using this approach, we have obtained satisfactory results in our experiment of on-line
recognition which involved 20 people as the 'writers' and covered 2,000 characters.

On-line handprinted Kanji character recognition, Stroke primitive, Similarity mea-
sure, Probability judgement and best match, Similarity estimation

1 Introduction

Kanji/Chinese characters are ideograph symbols which consist of strokes of differ-
ent shape, position and size. In Chinese dictionaries, such constituent strokes are
classified into basic categories such as horizontal stroke, vertical stroke, left-falling
stroke, right-falling stroke, turning stroke, and so on. With respect to on-line
handwriting, a stroke is a locus from pen down to pen up positions, and a specific
stroke is usually written in a specific direction or directional sequence.
Because Kanji characters are ideograph symbols, many researchers have concen-
trated on using geometrical and topological features such as line segments, corners,
cross points, shapes in their recognition schemes[l-12]. On the other hand, some
workers continued to base their algorithms on various transformations to define
the feature space. Theoretically, geometrical and topological features can help to
process characters at high speed, and hence is more adaptable to on-line recogni-
tion.
In this paper we use sixteen categories of stroke primitives (reference figure 1) as
the basic elements of on-line handprinted Kanji characters and these are obviously
a kind of geometrical and topological features. In our system the stroke primitives
of an input character are identified by a data preprocessing procedure similar to
that described in [15]. Firstly, the input character is normalised in the manner
that its maximum width/height is 128 pixels and it is centered in such a 128 x 128
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Figure 1: Basic stroke primitives

square, with the top-left corner of the square located at the origin 0(0,0). Sec-
ondly, by stroke corner detection and stroke shape classification, each stroke of
the normalised character is then classified into one of the predefined categories
according to its writing direction from a current dominant(corner) point to the
next one. This corner detection technique makes use of the Freeman's chain code
to reflect and filter the corner information along individual strokes, see [15] for
details. Figure 2 presents an example of stroke primitive classification, where the
input character is shown on the top-left and the constituent strokes are shown
below the input. The corners of a stroke are marked by small black squares and
each stroke is classified into a category.
Based on this stroke classification, an on-line handprinted Kanji character can be

regarded as a set of shape primitives having different direction, position and size.
In this paper, we define a similarity measure to compare sets of primitives with
each other. We also propose a probability judgement to estimate the similarity
and attenuate the computation. For a handprinted input and a group of character
candidates[16], the highest similarity gives the recognition.
Unlike the dynamic programming matching method[13] and the attributed string
match approach[14] which use the 1-D stroke sequence to recognise an input, our
approach considers the 2-D stroke positions instead of the stroke orders. The
details of this approach are discussed in the following sections.
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Figure 2: Stroke primitive classification

2 Similarity definition

2.1 Similarity between two stroke primitives
Suppose a and b are two stroke primitives defined in figure 1 such that

(i)

where (x(°\ t/0)) denotes the pen-down point, (x^\ j/1)) denotes the pen-up point,
t denotes the primitive category number, and / denotes the length of the stroke.
The similarity between a and b is defined as

(o,6) =
e-2d(a,i)/(la+/6)

0
conditions (X) or

otherwise

where

rf(o,6) =

conditions
,<6 < 7, /„ < 3 / t , h < 3 / a , and
, — ti,\ < 1 or \ta — tb\ = 7

(2)

(3)

(4)
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conditions (2) : 7 < ta,h, ta = tb, la < 2.5/j, lh < 2.5/a (5)

In the above equations, d(a, b) is the distance between two stroke positions; condi-
tions (1) concern with the simple strokes without 'corners' and require that only
those strokes having a similar direction and a similar length can match with each
other, while conditions (2) concern with the complex strokes and require that only
those strokes belonging to a same category and having a similar length can match
with each other.
In view of this definition, it is obvious that

0 < s ( a , 6 ) < l Va,6 (6)

It can also be seen that for a stroke primitive a and a group of stroke primitives
{6} having identical position distances from a and satisfying the category and
length conditions with respect to a, this similarity produces finer orders within
this group: the longer a primitive is, the higher the similarity between it and a.

2.2 Similarity between two characters

Now let us consider two sets of stroke primitives such that

B = {bj | j = l,2,---,n} (8)

where m < n. Constructing a similarity matrix in the manner that

s l l *12 ' " ' sln

S= *" *" 7 S2n (9)

where S{j — s(di,bj), we can define a similarity s between A and B as below:

s(A, B) - rmn— max{J^ siki \ siki € S, kt ^ kjWi ̂  j] (10)

where

i=x

n — m
rmn = e •» . (11)

In view of this definition, it is obvious that

0<s(A,B)<l VA,B (12)

From the above one can see that this similarity measure is stroke-order indepen-
dent: it allows not only various stroke primitives having different direction, po-
sition and size to compete with each other, but also various sets having different
number of stroke primitives to match with each other. In this similarity measure,
although the spatial relationships between stroke primitives are not specifically
defined, they are implicated in the distances between stroke positions(see eq. (3))
and reflected by the globally maximum matching score produced from the compe-
tition. This score is averaged by m and then is evaluated by the factor rmn.
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3 Similarity estimation

The similarity measure defined in the previous section is stroke-order free. How-
ever, its computation complexity is O(A™) because it needs to calculate A™ num-
ber of sums to determine the global maximum, where A™ = n(n— 1) • • • (n — m+1).
This is very time consuming even if m and n are not very large. In this section
we propose a probability judgement to attenuate the complexity and estimate the
similarity.

3.1 Probability judgement and best match

Suppose A and B are two sets of stroke primitives and 5 is their similarity matrix
as described in previous section. We denote each possible event that a,- £ A
matches with bj £ B as < a,-, bj >, then construct a matrix P such that

(13)

(14)

(15)

where

[n view

P =

of the above equations

Pij >

Pn
P21

. Pml

Pij

, it is

0

P12

P22

Pm2

Sij

ELl
obvious

Vi,.

S.Jfe

that

i

Pin
P2n

Pmn

Thus, for a given z, ptJ- form a probability distribution which indicates that how
well a; matches with bj, i.e.

Pij = i = 1,2, • • •, n. (16)

Based on this probability judgement, we define the globally best match of two
stroke primitives in the manner below:

< ap, bq > is the best match <—• ppq = max{p,^ \pij £ P}. (17)

3.2 Similarity estimation

Based on the concept of the probability judgement and the globally best match,
we can estimate the similarity between two characters as follows.
Let us denote the similarity matrix 5 as S^°\ Starting from S^ we can con-
struct the corresponding probability matrix P^0' and obtain the first best match
< aPl,bqi >. Afterwards, we can delete row pi and column q^ of S(°) and obtain
a matrix S^ in reduced dimensions. Then from 5^) we can construct the corre-
sponding probability matrix and obtain the second best match < aP3,bi3 >.
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writer's index
recognition percentage

writer's index
recognition percentage

1
76
11
75

2
98
12
88

3
87
13
97

4
83
14
93

5
90
15
81

6
90
16
90

7
85
17
74

8
96
18
76

9
87
19
89

10
91
20
92

Table 1: Recognition rates of the experiment

By repeating the above procedure, we can get m pairs of best matches < aPi ,bqi >,
i = 1,2, • • •, m. The estimate of the similarity then is

s(A, B) as rmn 2_j spni spiqt G S (18)

In view of the above algorithm, it requires m x n division operations plus some
addition operations to determine the probability matrix p('\ 0 < i < m — 1.
Therefore, the computation complexity of this algorithm is 0(nm2) division oper-
ations plus some addition/subtraction operations.

4 Experimental results

So far we have described the similarity measure and its estimation. Using this
approach we performed an experiment of on-line handwriting recognition which
involved 20 people as the 'writers' and covered 2,000 Chinese characters.
As the first stage of this experiment, a Kanji table containing 2,118 characters was
built in the system. These characters are defined by a Chinese-English dictionary
and were written onto the digitizer in block style all by one person. As the second
stage of this experiment, 20 people were invited to be the 'writers' and each person
was assigned 100 characters to write. The first person wrote characters No. 1 to
No. 100, the second No. 101 to No. 200, and so on. Instructions to participants
require that each character should be written in block style, one character a time,
with correct stroke number, stroke direction and stroke shape. In our system
the recognition procedure contains two substages: 1) pattern candidate selection;
and 2) robust matching. In the first substage, any character ct is regarded as a
repeatable combination of stroke primitives ignoring their positions and sizes:

15

(19)
/=o

where p\ denotes stroke primitive of category / and pf' denotes ki number of
appearances of p; in c^. For an input character a discrete similarity measure[16] is
firstly applied to select a limited number of candidates(< 24) from all prototypes:

s(citcj) = (20)
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its Identity Is:

No. 143
81=1.000
82=0.664

24 candidates are found and 12 of them are below:

\
/ \

\

No. 143 No. 1835
s1 =1.000 s1 =0.733
82=0.664 82=0.337

No. 1611
s1 =0.733
82=0.421

No. 1250 No. 1249 No. 1836
s1 =0.733 s1 =0.733 si =0.733
82=0.399 s2=0.416 s2=0.407

B

No. 1226 No. 1219
s1=0.714 s1=0.714
82=0.280 82=0.360

No. 1037 No. 1036 No. 732 No. 594
si =0.714 s1 =0.714 si =0.714 si =0.714
82=0.334 82=0.367 s2=0.253 s2=0.391

Figure 3: Recognition of character No. 143

This can greatly reduce the computation intensity of robustly matching the
input with all prototypes.
In the second substage, the similarity measure defined in this paper is then applied
to finally identify the input from its candidates. The highest similarity which is
above 0.6 gives the recognition. Otherwise, the input would be rejected.
The recognition rates of the experiment are shown in table 1. Figures 3 and 4
present two actual recognition results out of the 2,000.
From table 1 one can see that the highest individual recognition rate is 98 percent
while the lowest is 74 percent. The average recognition rate from all the twenty
participants is 86.9 percent.
In figures 3 and 4 each normalised input character is shown on the top-left with
its identity shown on its right. Relevant information and some of the character
candidates are shown below the input. In the text below each candidate, «i and
s2 denote the discrete similarity and the elastic similarity, respectively, and these
discrete similarities have been sorted in descending order.
In this experiment, whenever a participant wrote a character with correct stroke
number, stroke direction, stroke shape and stroke position, the system would iden-
tify the input correctly. On the other hand, a recognition error would occur when
a participant merged two or more strokes into one, or paid no attention to stroke
direction and stroke shape in his/her writing. This kind of handwriting deforma-
tion/variation remains a problem in the recognition system.
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m Its identity Is:

No. 1600
si =1.000
82=0.804

24 candidates are found and 12 of them are below:

J
No. 1600 No. 1794 No. 131 No. 1524
s1 =1.000 si =0.833 s1=0.818 s1=0.818
82=0.804 82=0.469 s2=0.329 s2=0.367

No. 1351 No. 2070
s1=0.818 s1 =0.750
s2=0.316 82=0.519

DEC
l\

i/ /1
/ ) \ i

No. 2071 No. 1747 No. 1587 No. 1585
s1 =0.750 s1 =0.750 s1 =0.750 s1 =0.750
82=0.458 82=0.424 s2=0.452 82=0.503

No. 1582 No. 1408
si =0.750 s1 =0.750
82=0.574 s2=0.451

Figure 4: Recognition of character No. 1600

5 Conclusions

In this paper we use sixteen kinds of stroke primitives as the basic elements of
on-line handprinted Kanji characters. We regard a character as a set of stroke
primitives having different direction, position and size. Based on this notation,
we have defined a similarity measure to compare characters with each other. We
have also proposed a probability judgement to simplify the computation and esti-
mate this similarity. We have shown, through theoretical analysis and recognition
experiment, that this similarity measure is stroke-order independent: it allows not
only various stroke primitives to compete with each other, but also various sets
having different number of stroke primitives to match with each other. Using this
approach, we have obtained satisfactory results in our experiment of on-line recog-
nition which involved 20 people as the 'writers' and covered 2,000 Kanji/Chinese
characters. The average recognition rate was 86.9 percent with the individual rate
varying from 74 to 98 percent. The recognition errors were mainly due to deformed
writing, and this remains a problem in the recognition system.
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